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Heavenly Top Gun Missionaries from Japan together with IAYSP Cambodia successfully conducted 1-

month activities such as "Witnessing, Fundraising, Workshop, etc." on April 12 - May 12, 2024 in 

Cambodia. 

 

All the Heavenly Top Gun Missionaries from Japan and IAYSP Cambodia are working very hard, 

witnessing almost every day from Tuesday to Saturday at the Royal University of Phnom Penh together 

with our IAYSP Cambodia headquarters leaders and members. 

 

 
 

They are not only witnessing, but they are also fundraising during the workshop for the food-giving 

donation project at the Children's Hospital. They are doing their best to make Heavenly Parents and True 

Parents happy and proud. Also, they started a Japanese language study with their guest and our IAYSP 

Cambodia brothers and sisters. As they have an English study to communicate well and connect more to 

Cambodian youth, practicing and singing Cheonshimwon songs during Sunday Service. 

 

An HTG missionary sister, Y, Ajiki reflects on her work here saying: "In witnessing, I feel grateful for the 

environment that allows me to take on the challenge of loving people every day. Before coming here, I 



 

 

suddenly lost contact with a guest who I had been taking care of for a long time in Japan, and I felt sad 

and regretful. I felt inadequate and wondered what I could do by coming here. However, I wanted to 

become united with True Mother, and I wanted to be her needle. So I offer my efforts every day, and little 

by little the guest connected with me, and I strongly feel that he is being guided by everyone's devotion 

and consciousness. I feel how joyful it is for God that I can proudly testify at this time when True Mother 

is alive. I will continue to do my best to be the representative of True Parents and spread true love." 

 

All the Heavenly Top Gun Missionaries and IAYSP Cambodia are determined to do more and make 

Heavenly Parents and True Parents happy and proud through their hard work and dedication during this 

one-year mission and determined to witness more young generations and future leaders of Cambodia and 

the world. 

 

 

 

 

 


